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Abstract

We investigate the problem of combining or aggre-
gating several color values given in coding scheme
RGB. For this reason, we study the problem of
averaging values on lattices, and in particular on
discrete product lattices. We study the arithemtic
mean and the median on product lattices. We ap-
ply these aggregation functions in image reduction
and we present a new algorithm based on the min-
imization of penalty functions on discrete product
lattices.

Keywords: Color image reduction, Aggregation
Operators.

1. Introduction

The need to aggregate several inputs into a sin-
gle representative output frequently arises in many
practical applications. In image processing, it is of-
ten necessary to average the values of several neigh-
boring pixels (to reduce the image size or apply a
filter), or average pixel values in two different but
related images (e.g., in stereovision). When the im-
ages are in color, typically coded as discrete RGB,
CMY, or HSL values, then it is customary to av-
erage the values in the respective channels. It is
not immediately clear that this is appropriate, and
what are the other ways to average color values.

The objective of this work is to present a new
color image reduction algorithm which is based on
minimizing a penalty function defined over product
lattices and to analyze the stability of the algorithm
presented with respect to noise in the images study-
ing the capability of the algorithm to filter impulsive
noise in images.

We first recall the problem of image reduction for
grayscale images and we justify the importance of
penalty functions. We prove that, when we recon-
struct a reduced image, the error with respect to the
original image may be determined by the reduction
method that has been employed.

Next, we extend our study to color images. For
this purpose, we study averaging on product lat-
tices (RGB or another color coding scheme is an
example of a product lattice). We show that with

an appropriately chosen class of penalties, the re-
sulting penalty-based functions are monotone and
idempotent. We also show that the averages over
a product lattice are in general different from the
Cartesian products of the averages. This has an im-
plication over the methods of color image reduction
or color image filtering.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we provide preliminary definitions. In Section
3 we give the definitions of aggregation functions
based on penalties defined on product lattices. In
Section 4 we present the problem of image reduction
in grayscale images and we propose a new algorithm
of color image reduction. Conclusions are presented
in Section 5

2. Preliminaries

We start recalling some concepts about aggregation
functions and penalty functions. Then we introduce
some concepts about lattices.

2.1. Aggregation functions

Definition 1 A function f : [a, b]n → [a, b] is
called an aggregation function if it is monotone non-
decreasing in each variable and satisfies f(a) = a,
f(b) = b, with a = (a, a, . . . , a), b = (b, b, . . . , b) .

Recent books providing a comprehensive
overview of aggregation functions include [1, 2, 3, 4].

Definition 2 An aggregation function f is called
averaging if it is bounded by the minimum and max-
imum of its arguments

min(x) := min(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ f(x1, . . . , xn) ≤

≤ max(x1, . . . , xn) =: max(x).

It is immediate that averaging aggregation
functions are idempotent (i.e., ∀t ∈ [a, b] :
f(t, t, . . . , t) = t) and (because of monotonicity) vice
versa.

Well known examples of averaging functions are
the arithmetic mean and the median. It is known
that the arithmetic means and the median are so-
lutions to simple optimization problems, in which a
measure of disagreement between the inputs is min-
imized, see [2, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The main motivation is the
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following. Let x be the inputs and y be the output.
If all the inputs coincide x = x1 = . . . , xn, then the
output is y = x, and we have a unanimous vote.
If some input xi 6= y, then we impose a “penalty"
for this disagreement. The larger the disagreement,
and the more inputs disagree with the output, the
larger (in general) is the penalty. We look for an
aggregated value which minimizes the penalty.

Definition 3 Let P : [a, b]n+1 → ℜ be a penalty
function with the properties

i) P (x, y) ≥ 0 for all x, y;
ii) P (x, y) = 0 if all xi = y;

iii) P (x, y) is quasiconvex in y for any x.

The penalty based function is

f(x) = arg min
y

P (x, y),

if y is the unique minimizer, and y = a+b
2

if the set
of nimimizers is the interval [a, b].

In [6] it was shown that any averaging aggrega-
tion function can be represented as a penalty based
function.
Example: The arithmetic mean is the solution to

minimizey

n
∑

i=1

(xi − y)2

whereas the median is a solution to

minimizey

n
∑

i=1

|xi − y|.

In this work we will deal with penalty based func-
tions defined on discrete lattices, rather than the
interval [a, b].

2.2. Lattices

Definition 4 Let L be a set. A lattice L = (L, ≤
, ∧, ∨) is a poset with the partial order ≤ on L, and
meet and join operations ∧, ∨, if every pair of ele-
ments from L has both meet and join.

Definition 5 Let P be a poset. A chain in P is a
totally ordered subset of P . The length of a chain
is its cardinality minus one.

Proposition 1 Let L1 = (L1, ≤1, ∧1, ∨1) and
L2 = (L2, ≤2, ∧2, ∨2) be two lattices. The Carte-
sian product L1 × L1 = (L1 × L2, ≤, ∧, ∨) with ≤
defined by

(x1, y1) ≤ (x2, y2) ⇔ x1 ≤1 x2 and y1 ≤2 y2,

and

(x1, y1) ∧ (x2, y2) = (x1 ∧1 x2, y1 ∧2 y2),

(x1, y1) ∨ (x2, y2) = (x1 ∨1 x2, y1 ∨2 y2).

is a lattice.

In this work we will represent each color in an
image as a finite chain C (with the length of each
chain typically being 256). In this way, each pixel
in a color image can be seen as a Cartesian prod-
uct of finite chains. We note that all finite chains
of the same length are isomorph to each other, and
hence we can represent them as non-negative inte-
gers 0, 1, . . . , K, and elements of product lattices as
tuples x = (x1, x2 . . . , xm), xi ∈ Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.

Definition 6 Let f1, f2 be two aggregation func-
tions defined on sets X1 and X2 respectively. The
Cartesian product of aggregation functions is f =
f1 × f2 : X1 × X2 → Y1 × Y2 defined by

f(x1, x2) = (f1(x1), f2(x2)).

3. Penalty functions on discrete product

lattices

In this section we define aggregation functions as
penalty based aggregation functions defined on lat-
tices.

Definition 7 Let L = (L, ≤, ∧, ∨) be a product of
finite chains. The distance between x, y ∈ L is de-
fined as the length of a chain C with the least element
a = x ∧ y and the greatest element b = x ∨ y minus
1,

d(x, y) = length(C) − 1.

This distance is called the geodesic distance, since it
corresponds to the smallest number of edges between
vertices x to y in the covering graph of L.

We note that all the chains with the least element
a and the greatest element b on a product lattice in
Definition 7 have the same length. This definition
is equivalent to the following

d(x, y) =

m
∑

i=1

di(xi, yi) =

m
∑

i=1

|xi − yi|,

where di is the distance in the i-th chain in the
product of m chains.

Let L be a product of finite chains. Consider n

elements x1, . . . , xn ∈ L, that need to be averaged.
Let the penalty function be P : Zn

+ → ℜ . The
penalty based function on L is f given by

f(x1, . . . , xn) = µ = arg min
y∈L

P (x, y)

It is easy to see that f(x1, . . . , xn) is an averaging
(and hence idempotent) function.

A special case of penalty based functions was con-
sidered in [9], called dissimilarity functions, where
the penalty P is given by

P (x, y) =

n
∑

i=1

K(xi − y), (1)

where K is a convex function with the unique min-
imum K(0) = 0. In this case the penalty based
function is monotone, i.e., an aggregation function.
By adapting this definition to our case we have
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Theorem 1 Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ L. The function f :
Ln → L given by

f(x1, . . . , xn) = µ = arg min
y∈L

P (x, y) =

= arg min
y∈L

n
∑

i=1

K(d(xi, y))

is an averaging aggregation function on a product
lattice.

We provide definitions for the arithmetic mean
and the median in the form (1), so Theorem 1 ap-
plies.

Definition 8 Let K be:

1. K(x) = x2, and hence P (x, y) =
∑n

i=1
d(xi, y)2. Then the resulting penalty

based aggregation function is the arithmetic
mean on discrete product lattices.

2. K(x) = |x|, and hence P (x, y) =
∑n

i=1
d(xi, y).

Then the resulting penalty based aggregation
function is the median on discrete product lat-
tices.

Considering Definition 8 we have that the arith-
metic mean is the solution of

minimizey∈L

n
∑

i=1





m
∑

j=1

|xij − yj |





2

, (2)

where xij denotes the j-th component of the i-th
tuple xi ∈ L. We note that this problem is convex
in y. We also note that the solution is different from
the Cartesian product of the means. Considering
now the median, we have the problem

minimizey

n
∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1

|xij − yj | =

m
∑

j=1

n
∑

i=1

|xij − yj |.

(3)
The minimum is achieved at y =
(Med(x·,1), . . . , Med(x·,m)), i.e., the cartesian
produtct of the medians.

4. Image reduction

Image reduction consists in reducing the dimension
of the image while keeping as much information as
possible. Image reduction can be used to accelerate
computations on an image, or just to reduce the
cost of its storage or transmission.

There exist several methods for image reduction
in the literature. Some of them consider the im-
age to be reduced in a global way [10, 11]. Other
widely used methods act locally over pieces (blocks)
of the image [12, 13, 14]. The division of the image
in blocks of small size allows one to design simple
reduction algorithms. In this work we focus on the
latter.

Figure 1: Scheme of the reduction algorithm

In this work, we consider an image of N × M

pixels as a set of N × M elements arranged in
rows and columns. Each element of a grayscale im-
age is represented by xij with i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , M}. The element xij has a value be-
tween 0 and L − 1. If we consider color image in
the RGB reference system, each element of the im-
age is denoted by xij = (xRij , xGij , xBij). Each
color component will also have a value between 0
and L − 1.

We first consider image reduction algorithms in
grayscale images and we study the relation between
these algorithms and penalty functions. Then, we
propose a new image reduction algorithm for color
images.

4.1. Image reduction in grayscale images

Consider the following local image reduction algo-
rithm: given an image Q of dimension N × M :

1. Divide the image Q into disjoint blocks of di-
mension n × n. If N or M are not multiples
of n eliminate the smallest number of rows
and/or columns to satisfy this condition.

2. Choose an averaging function f .
3. FOR each block in Q DO

3.1. Calculate f(x11, . . . , x1n, . . . , xnn).
3.2. Place the result in the corresponding

pixel of the reduced image (see Figure
1).

END FOR
Reduction algorithm for grayscale images.

In Figure 2 we show three reduced images ob-
tained from the original image (a) using the follow-
ing aggregation functions in Step 2: the geometric
mean (b1), the arithmetic mean (b2) and the me-
dian (b3).

One of the most frequently method to determine
the best reduction consists in magnify the image (re-
duced) to the original dimension and measure the
error between the reconstructed and the original im-
age.

For simplicity, we consider the following recon-
struction method: for each pixel of the reduced im-
age build a new block of dimension n × n whose
elements have the same value as that pixel.
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(a)

(b1) (b2) (b3)

Figure 2: Original image and reductions

Image (b1) Image (b2) Image (b3)
MSE 224.0065 209.23 237.44
MAE 7.89 7.88 7.42

Table 1: MSE and MAE between reconstructed and
original images

Next we show that once the reduction and mag-
nification methods are fixed, the difference between
the original and the reduced (and then magnified)
image may be determined by the aggregation func-
tion used in the reduction algorithm.

We measure the error in the reconstructed images
by using the following expressions to compare two
images Q, Q′ of dimension N × M :

1. Mean Squared Error: MSE(Q, Q′) =
1

N×M

∑N

i=1

∑M

j=1
(Qij − Q′

ij)2

2. Mean Absolute Error: MAE(Q, Q′) =
1

N×M

∑N

i=1

∑M

j=1
|Qij − Q′

ij |

Notice that from the results in Table 1 we have
that:

1. If we take MSE, then the best reduction is ob-
tained using the arithmetic mean.

2. If we take MAE, then the best reduction is ob-
tained using the median.

4.2. Image reduction in color images

In this section we present a new color image re-
duction algorithm based on minimization of penalty
functions that are not built as Cartesian products of
the corresponding aggregation functions. The idea
is to find an approximate solution to the penalty
minimization problem chosen from a small subset
of alternatives.

The color image reduction algorithm is based on
fixing a number of different aggregation functions,

and selecting the one which minimizes a penalty
function P for each block of the image:

1. Divide the image Q in disjoint blocks of di-
mension n × n. If N or M are not multiples
of n eliminate the necessary number of rows
and/or columns to satisfy this condition.

2. Choose a penalty function P .
3. Take k averaging aggregation functions

Ag1, . . . , Agk.
4. FOR each block in Q DO

4.1. Apply to each pixel in each block (in the
three channels R, G and B) k aggrega-
tion functions, as follows:

yAg1
= (yRAg1

, yGAg1
, yBAg1

) =

=



 Ag1

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xRij), Ag1

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xGij), Ag1

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xBij)





· · ·

yAgk
= (yRAgk

, yGAgk
, yBAgk

) =

=



 Agk

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xRij), Agk

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xGij), Agk

i=1..n
j=1..n

(xBij)





4.2. Calculate the penalties Pi = P (x, yAgi
)

for each yAgi

4.3. Assign the value yAgi
with the smallest

penalty to the corresponding pixel of the
reduced image.

END FOR
Algorithm 1

In Figure 3 we illustrate Algorithm 1 on two color
images in RGB (images (a) and (b)) in the same
setting as in the Example ??. In Table 2 and 3 we
show the frequency of choosing each of the aggrega-
tion functions. Notice that the biggest percentage
corresponds to taking the arithmetic mean yarith.

Remark 1 Observe that if all the values of the
color components are the same, we can take any
averaging function, because they are all idempotent
(column Any in Table 2 and 3).

Min Geom Arith Med Max Any

0.00% 8.97% 73.83% 17.15% 0.00% 0.05%

Table 2: Frequency of choosing aggregation func-
tions by Algorithm 1 in Image (a)

Min Geom Arith Med Max Any

0.06% 8.89% 71.94% 19.02% 0.09% 0.00%

Table 3: Frequency of choosing aggregation func-
tions by Algorithm 1 in Image (b)

4.2.1. Reaction to noise

We know that impulsive noise can be frequent in
practice. We want to analyze the behaviour of Al-
gorithm 1 when images are altered by this type of
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(a)

(a1)

(b)

(b1)

Figure 3: Color image reduction by Algorithm 1

noise. For the experiment we take the same images
shown in Figure 3. We add salt and pepper noise
with a density of 5, 10, 20 and 30 % of corrupted
pixels.

In Table 4 we repeat the experiment of Tables
2 and 3 for these new images. Notice that as the
amount of impulsive noise increases, the frequency
of choosing the median as the best aggregation func-
tions also increases. This behaviour makes the re-
duced images to decrease the ammount of noise. As
the median is taken in the majority of the blocks of
the image, Algorithm 1 allows to discard the noise
(the median is not affected by the extremal values
taken by corrupted pixels).

This change in the frequency of the aggregation
functions is shown in Figure 5. On the horizontal
axis we show the percentage of pixels affected by
noise. On the vertical axis we show the percentage
of times that each aggregation function is selected
by Algorithm 1. The larger the impulsive noise,
the more often the median is selected instead the
arithmetic mean.

We show the result of applying Algorithm 1 to
real color images in Figure 4. In firtst row we show
original images with noise. In second and third row
we show the images obtained applying Algorithm 1
and a simple reduction algorithm of subsampling.
Observe that the quality of images (a1) and (b1) is
very good if we compare with the quality of images
(a2) and (b2).

Moreover, the main advantage of Algorithm 1 is
that it makes unnecessary to use an ad-hoc filter

prior to the image reduction in order to eliminate
salt and pepper noise.

Min Geom Arith Med Max

(a) 5% 0.00% 15.44% 52.59% 31.92% 0.05%
(b) 5% 0.11% 9.47% 61.59% 28.60% 0.23%
(a) 10% 0.02% 9.55% 41.59% 48.81% 0.03%
(b) 10% 0.15% 6.19% 45.30% 48.20% 0.16%
(a) 20% 0.01% 2.46% 30.09% 67.41% 0.03%
(b) 20% 0.12% 6.19% 45.30% 48.20% 0.06%
(a) 30% 0.01% 0.50% 27.10% 72.33% 0.06%
(b) 30% 0.06% 1.05% 22.62% 76.27% 0.00%

Table 4: Frequency of choosing aggregation func-
tions by Algorithm 1 when images are affected by
salt and pepper noise

(a)

(a1)

(a2)

(b)

(b1)

(b2)

Figure 4: Reduction of images with impulsive noise
(20% of pixels)

5. Conclusions

We have studied the importance of aggregation
functions and penalty functions in image reduction.
We have shown that when we fix the reduction and
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Image (a)

Image (b)

Figure 5: Frequency of aggregation functions as
a function of the intensity of the salt and pepper
noise.

magnification algorithm in grayscale images, the
quality of the reduced image is determined by the
aggregation function used in the reduction process.

We have investigated the problem of aggregation
color values in RGB. In this way, we have studied
aggregation functions in product lattices. In this
context, we have presented a new image reduction
algorithm based on aggregation by means of penalty
functions. We have shown that the proposed algo-
rithm is a very efficient filter for impulsive noise.

As future research, we want to compare our
method with other reduction algorithms in the liter-
ature. Moreover, we want to study the effectiveness
of our algorithm when filtering other kind of noise,
as gaussian noise or speckle noise.
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